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Abstract: There are many driver-controlled devices, conditions and activities that might distract from safely
operating a vehicle. This Recommended Practice establishes best practices to assist agencies with guidance
concerning mitigating or minimizing these driver-controlled distractions while operating a vehicle on
company business.
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Summary: Since January 2008, more than 100 bills in approximately 30 states have proposed to limit
distracted driving, from cell phones, in some capacity at the state or local level, according to the Denverbased National Conference of State Legislatures. The number of wireless subscribers in the June 2008 was
262.7 million, up from 230 million in December 2006, according to the Cellular Communications and Internet
Association, based in Washington D.C. Recognizing distracted driving as a serious public safety issue and as
a civil liability toward organizations, the APTA Standards Bus Safety Working Group was convened to study
and recommend mitigations to reduce transit operator distractions. A separate Recommended Practice has
been developed with recommendations for reducing operator distractions that are under management’s
control.
Scope and purpose: Reducing operator distractions and improving safety is a shared responsibility of both
the operator and the transit agency. This Recommended Practice contains best practices for reducing drivercontrolled distractions. A separate Recommended Practice has been developed with recommendations for
reducing operator distractions that are under management’s control.
Summary of Recommendations:
• Educate employees about the industry
wide issues of operator distraction
• Develop training programs to include
driver distractions training

•
•

Ensure policies and procedures include
enforcement and disciplinary actions
Analyze data to determine effectiveness of
agency policies and training

This Recommended Practice represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely,
transit operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The
application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is voluntary. In some cases, federal and/or state
regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the government regulations take
precedence over this standard. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, the standards or practices, as
implemented by individual transit agencies, may be either more or less restrictive than those given in this document.
© 2009 American Public Transportation Association. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form, in an electronic
retrieval system or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the American Public Transportation Association.
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Reducing Driver-Controlled Distractions
While Operating a Vehicle on Agency Time
1. Driver-controlled distractions
There are many types of driver-controlled devices, conditions and activities that might distract an operator
from safely operating a vehicle. This Recommended Practice addresses common distractions and makes
recommendations for dealing with the distractions.

1.1 Personal electronic devices
Personal electronic devices such as cell phone, pagers, MP3 players and video games should be turned off,
stowed off of the driver’s person and out of sight. These devices should never be used while the vehicle is in
motion. Use of these devices should be restricted to times when the vehicle is in parked condition.

1.2 Non-electronic driver-controlled distractions
There are many other distractions, besides electronic devices, that can divert attention from safe driving. The
driver should have both hands free to control the vehicle at all times. The following are some common
distractions that may impact a driver’s attention and should be avoided anytime the vehicle is in motion:
•
•
•
•

food or drink
grooming
personal reading material
paperwork

2. Other distractions
The driver should avoid activities that will distract from operating the vehicle in a safe, defensive manner.

2.1 Inherent distractions
2.1.1 Passengers
Drivers should avoid unnecessary communications. When conversing with passengers, a driver’s focus should
remain on safe, defensive operation of the vehicle. Anytime conversation impacts safe driving, the driver
should pull the vehicle off the road to finish the conversation.

2.1.2 Agency-authorized or required reference material
Drivers may need to refer to maps, directions, instructions, etc. to perform their job duties. These actions
should be performed while the vehicle is stopped in a safe location.

3. Agency implementation
3.1 Communication
Agencies should educate all employees about the industry-wide issue of operator distraction. Joint labor and
management recognition of the safety and liability implications is essential to establishing effective mitigation
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measures. Agencies should develop policies and procedures that are well documented and thoroughly
communicated providing for feedback from operators and other employees.

3.2 Training
Training programs should be developed or revamped to include driver distraction training, focusing on
policies and mitigation initiatives. All levels of the organization should be included in the implementation of
the training.
Accident investigation training should incorporate the recognition of operator distractions as a potential
contributor to the incident.

3.3 Enforcement
Agency-developed policies and procedures should include enforcement and disciplinary steps or actions in
accordance with applicable agency standards. Enforcement tools may include the use of onboard observation,
video and audio, black box technology, field personnel, customer reports, service audits, etc.

3.4 Analysis of data
It is important to collect, measure and analyze data to determine the effectiveness of the agency’s policy,
training and enforcement program.
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Annex A
Excerpt from Traffic Safety Facts Research Note on driver cell phone use
Driver hand-held cell phone use decreased to 5 percent in 2006 compared to 6 percent in 2005. This downturn
in handheld cell phone use is the first since the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration began
estimating driver cell phone use in 2000 through its National Occupant Protection Use Survey (NOPUS). The
2006 NOPUS also found that the incidence of drivers speaking with observable headsets on remained
unchanged, while the incidence of observable hand-held device manipulation while driving increased to 0.4
percent in 2006 from 0.2 percent in the previous year.
However, the lack of up-to-date data to extrapolate NOPUS observed data to total cell phone use precludes an
accurate estimation of overall driver cell phone use. In the past, we had projected the total hands-free use and
total cell phone use among all drivers based on 2003 cell phone use data from other sources. This research
note will not make such a projection for the year of 2006 with the outdated data but we will do it in the future
as updated data become available.
The 2006 hand-held phone use rate translates into 745,000 vehicles on the road at any given daylight moment
being driven by someone talking on a hand-held phone. The decline in use occurred in a number of driver
categories, including female drivers, drivers in the Midwest, drivers age 25 to 69, drivers of passenger cars,
drivers in both urban and suburban areas, drivers on weekdays, and drivers driving alone.
The NOPUS is conducted annually by NHTSA’s National Center for Statistics and Analysis. It provides the
only probability-based observed data on driver cell phone use in the United States.
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Definitions
agency authorized device: Any device or activity, whether personal or agency-issued, used for agency
business at the request or authorization of the agency.
driver: A person operating a vehicle.
driver-controlled distractions (DCD): Anything within the driver’s power that diverts attention away
from safely operating a vehicle.
electronic device: Any device that has an on/off switch.
personal electronic device: Any non-agency authorized or distributed electronic device.
vehicle: Any powered bus, car, railcar or truck used by the agency for agency business.

Abbreviations and acronyms
APTA American Public Transportation Association
DCD driver-controlled distractions
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